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    Use of nanoelectrode material and micro-fabrication 

technology in cellular/tissue engineering has attracted 

broad interest, especially with the study of brain and 

central nervous system (CNS). Because of comparable 

size and superb controllability, their application help 

overcome challenges and answer pivotal questions 

from an engineer’s angle. Such as, how neurons 

develop and communicate in a complex network, how 

differentiation is orchestrated among neural stem cells 

for tissue regeneration, how tumor escapes from 

therapy in highly-packed brain tissues. 

    Presented are two example applications that engineer 

CNS’s 3D micro-environment, the soft and confined 

cellular surrounding that plays an essential role in 

modulating tissue function and cellular activity. (1) 

Rolled-up and buckled semiconductor nanomembrane 

functioned as a guidance scaffold for single axons to 

grow through in a myelination-like coaxial 

configuration. The provided ultra high resolution (sub-

cellular level), bio-compatibility and mechanical 

compliance aim to support next-generation neural 

interface. (2) Microfluidic culture devices were developed to compartmentalize cellular parts and interstitial 

space. By mimicking native barriers and manipulating micro-environmental factors of the brain, this platform 

was geared towards study of neural guidance, polarized sensation, nerve toxicity, brain tumor invasion, and 

stem cell differentiation in a physiologically more relevant setting. 
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